BP,BP/I, = BP& @BP. BP,BP = BP,BP &, BP,/In
where I,, = (p, v,, . . . , v,_J C BP* is the nth invariant prime ideal (see [3] ). The generators vi will be defined below. We will obtain simplification of the formulae for the right unit of vi+" (Theorems 6 and 7) and the coproduct (Theorem 8) and conjugation (Theorem 9) of ti, for i 5 2n. We will also obtain an expression for the formal group law over BP,/I. (Theorem 5). These results will be applied to problems related to the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence in a series of papers beginning with [4] .
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We will use the notation of We will also use the formula of Hazewinkel([2]), i.e. that multiplicative generators vi E BP, can be defined by the inductive formula v, + c livpnli= pl,.
O<i<"
There is a formal group law F(x, y) E BP,[[x, y]] associated with BP given by where F(x, y) = exp (log x + log y)
and log x = c liXP' (lo = 1) ir0 exp (log x) = x.
(6) (7)
We will denote exp (T log ai) by TPai. Notice that F(x, y) E BP, [[x, yll even though exp x, log x E (Q @ BP,) [[x] ]. Our first result is an expression for the right unit of the Hazewinkel generators mod p. This will be further simplified below.
Proof. We apply qR to (4) and get ,s<, ~R(b)7)R(~n-i)P' = p7)R(ln)
for n >O.
Then apply (1) to both sides and get
(8)
Then substitute (4) in the right-hand side and get
Summing over all n > 0 gives
Applying exp gives us
Hence it suffices to show that each term of exp Z pt, is in pBP,BP, which is a consequence of ">O the following: In order to simplify (2), (3) and (8) modulo I,, we will need to get a more explicit expression for the formal group law. First we need the following result about pth powers. mod (p') + (P)J~p-,)ki+"~'+p2n+j~' +.&P-I.
If we substitute 5.4 in the right-hand side of 5.3, we get the desired expression for z.
We are now in a position to make (2) , (3) and (8) where the symbol 'ZF indicates that the term with i = j = 0 is excluded. It follows from Theorem 5 that the expression for nR (v,+~) will not involve any of the cross terms in the formal group law if k 5 n, so we get the first formula of the Theorem. The derivation of the second formula from the first is routine. for'n 2 3. 
(14)
Ozzjsk-n-L Proof. In the mod I, reduction of (8) the first terms (after cancelling u, on both sides) occur in dimension 2(p "+' -1). Hence Theorem 5 is sufficient for getting an explicit expression up to dimension 2(p ,,+' -l)(p *+' + tj -1)~"~'), which is greater than 2@'" -1) and therefore adequate for our purposes. The right-hand side of (8) becomes (in our range) z u"+itP"+' -,5T<" u,+,C,(U",;;"-'th"'"+'+~-') jr0 and the left-hand expression has a similar form. The variables to which C,( ) is applied all have dimensions of the form 2(p a -p ") with b 2 n and a 5: 2n, so it follows that the only terms that will have the dimension of v,,+~ are those indicated above.
cl For p =2, add v~'u,~ to (15) and 02t14 to (16). 
where the notation is similar to that of Theorem 6. Then we have Proof. This follows from (19) by the methods used in the proof of Theorem 7. 0
